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Russian Emigrants in the corporate culture of American High-tech Firms
By Janna Ataiants and Irina Olimpieva, Pennington, NJ, and Washington

Abstract
The Russian Federation’s scientific community has suffered a new wave of brain drain in recent years, which 
is distinguished from the exodus at the beginning of the 1990s by the relative youth of the migrants, the 
spread of new forms of brain drain, and a change in the main reasons for the migrants to leave. Russian cit-
izens generally are successful in adapting to American universities and high-tech companies, though there 
are differences in professional strategies across generations. Russians praise the corporate and managerial 
culture and the organization of work in American high-tech firms, particularly in contrast with Russian sci-
entific organizations. At the same time, Russians bring to American culture not only professional expertise, 
but also the specific features of their “national character,” which is largely the product of their socialization 
in the Soviet and post-Soviet environment. Most of the migrants are not interested in returning to Russia, 
which holds relatively little attraction for them. 

Waves of Migration and the Brain Drain 
Problem
The US was, and remains, one of the main recipient 
countries for Russian immigrant scientists. Other pop-
ular destinations include Canada, Germany, and Japan. 
In recent years, Asian countries are also starting to 
become key destinations as well. American high-tech 
firms have traditionally welcomed Russian IT special-
ists, biologists, chemists, physicists, and mathemati-
cians. According to Scopus, more than 50 percent of 
the publications of the Russian scientific diaspora come 
from the US; the US-based scholars account for 44 per-
cent of the citations of Russians’ work, while Russians 
working in the Russian Federation account for only 10 
percent of the citations. 

The first wave of brain drain began immediately after 
the opening of the Iron Curtain. Although it is clear that 
the scale of the migration was great, precisely determin-
ing the number of scholars who left Russia is practically 
impossible since they used all possible channels to leave. 
Even defining who is a “scientist” is open to considerable 
debate. As a result, estimates vary widely and the very 
problem has become an object of considerable conten-
tion. According to the Ministry of Internal Affairs, from 
1992 to 2001, 43,000 Russian citizens working in the 
sphere of science and education received permission to 
leave for permanent residence abroad. But these figures 
are not universally accepted. According to the Russian 
State Statistics Agency, the number of scientists leaving 
for the West was 100,000 individuals; while the Carne-
gie Endowment for International Peace cites the figure of 
300,000. At the high end of the scale, the Union of Sci-
entific Workers of Russia claims one million. The experts 
agree that the exodus mostly affected representatives of 
the natural sciences, which in the 1990s included the 
departure of entire laboratories, and affected humani-
ties specialists much less. 

In recent years there has been a new brain drain 
which differs from the flight of the 1990s with respect 
to the following characteristics: 
• The younger age of the scientists leaving, includ-

ing college and graduate students studying in vari-
ous programs abroad, and young scholars seeking a 
more challenging environment for their education 
and professional experience;

• Wider use of new forms of brain drain supplementing 
the traditional emigration, such as through “contract 
migration,” when scholars go abroad for 1–3 years of 
contract work with a high probability of staying for 
a permanent position and “pendulum migration”—
work on temporary contracts leading to scientists 
continually going abroad and returning; “outsourc-
ing”, when specialists work for foreign companies 
and organizations without actually leaving Russian 
territory (we do not discuss outsourcing here);

• A change in the motivation for emigrating. There 
is a consensus among experts that the main rea-
son for the migration of scientists and scholars in 
the 1990s was economic, particularly the desire for 
a more comfortable life and greater material well-
being. Today the most common reason for migra-
tion is a desire to fulfill one’s professional goals and 
a sense that Russia does not offer the conditions nec-
essary to achieve professional satisfaction. These rea-
sons encourage young people to migrate. 

The new wave of brain drain worsens the already poor 
situation in Russian science, leads to a rift between older 
and younger generations of scientists, a destruction of 
scientific schools and the stripping of priority fields. 
The share of scientists in Russia today between the ages 
of 50 and 70 is more than 50 percent (Fokichev 2009). 
Additionally, brain drain is causing significant economic 
losses for the country, which includes the preparation 
of specialists who leave after graduation, the unrealized 
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contribution to the country’s economy, and the losses of 
outsourcing and the outflow of know-how (according 
to some estimates, from $600–$700 million to $3–4 
billion) (Faranosov 2008). 

How Do Russians End Up in American 
High-tech Firms?1

Today it is possible to find Russian scientists and special-
ists in state and private companies, big companies and 
small, in all links of the “innovation chain” from univer-
sities and research organizations to R&D and the indus-
trial production of high tech products. However, not all 
emigrants who had science-based jobs in Russia find 
work appropriate for their experience and knowledge 
in America, and those who do generally go through a 
long and difficult period of adaptation. The professional 
trajectories of the Russians vary. The “classical” route is 
when a scientist comes to work on a contract basis and 
ends up staying permanently. This path is the least pain-
ful and is characteristic for famous scholars who have 
publications in international journals, extensive inter-
national contacts, and fluent command of foreign lan-
guages. However, in the general flow of migrants, there 
are relatively few of these high level figures in compari-
son with those who left through other channels and do 
not have a similarly strong reputation. These problems 
particularly affected emigrants of the first wave, who 
often had to start their working career in the West per-
forming jobs far from the scientific sphere (working as 
gardeners, custodians, or night watchmen). If they nev-
ertheless were able to join a science-focused company, it 
was typically in a low-level, poorly-paid position with a 
narrow range of relatively simple functions (program-
mers, production line workers, etc.) Often in looking 
for a job, they had to hide the real level of their educa-
tion and experience so that they would not be rejected 
as “overqualified.” The very process of looking for a job 
for older generation Russians, who grew up in condi-
tions of full employment during the Soviet era and are 
not used to selling themselves on the labor market, from 
the beginning was a stressful exercise, which was exacer-
bated by the need to shine in an interview conducted in 
English, a language that they usually had not mastered. 

The younger emigrants of the new wave move in dif-
ferent circles since many of them received degrees or sti-
pends from American universities (a typical strategy is 
to earn a PhD in Russia, where the procedure is sim-
pler and quicker, and then go to the US for a post doc) 
or come to work in the US by invitation, often orga-

1 This section is based on data gathered in interviews with Russian 
emigrants in American high-tech companies conducted by the 
authors between January and May 2011. 

nized by another Russian who has already established 
himself in the US. In either case, the young scientists 
quickly end up in professional positions without hav-
ing to travel through the “rings of hell,” which awaited 
emigrants of the first wave. The new generation is dis-
tinguished from the old by its better knowledge of Eng-
lish, extensive international experience, and different 
reasons for leaving. In contrast to emigrants from the 
first wave, who left because of their poverty, the newer 
generations are focused on professional self-realization 
which is not possible in the current conditions of Rus-
sian science. Such emigrants typically say that “Earning 
money is not a problem, it is just that the work is not 
interesting.” In other words, for this generation, work-
ing in one’s field and professional growth are the main 
reasons for emigrating. Despite their differences, repre-
sentatives of the first and the second waves in general are 
similar in their evaluation of the specific corporate cul-
ture and organization of work in American companies. 

American companies through the Eyes of 
Russians
The corporate culture and organization of work in Amer-
ican companies is superior to that of Russian scientific 
organizations in the eyes of Russian emigrants. Above all 
the Russians are surprised by the atmosphere of respect 
and trust in the scientist, which is unusual for Russian 
organizations. Russians often have trouble understand-
ing this at first (“In Russia, we assume that they are 
deceiving you and they do not trust you,” one respon-
dent told us.) This respect and trust stimulates creative 
initiative and the desire to work. The opportunities for 
self-realization to a significant degree are provided by 
the beneficial conditions for working, the effectiveness 
of the organization, and the provision of resources nec-
essary for conducting experiments and research. These 
conditions make it possible for the scientist to focus on 
scientific work and not on solving some organizational 
problems, a situation that is particularly welcomed by 
Russian scientists. 

They also praise the managerial culture, which Rus-
sians consider one of the key conditions for the effective-
ness of high-tech companies. They especially emphasize 
the division of scientific work (the scientific leadership) 
and the technical management. In American compa-
nies, the task of the manager is not to generate ideas, 
but to organize the process, resources and people for 
implementing the given tasks. By contrast, the scientific 
leader in a Russian scientific institute must himself orga-
nize both the material and financial side of his project, 
resolve all the logistics and other problems which inev-
itably arise, and prepare all reports. In contrast to Rus-
sia, where servility and subordination are characteristic, 
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American corporations cultivate democracy. American 
managers, as a rule, are open to discussion and acces-
sible to their subordinates, and not only in small com-
panies (of course, there are always exceptions in both 
Russian and American companies). This situation gen-
erates feelings of surprise and approval among Russians. 

Another quality that American companies have that 
is significant for effective work, in Russians’ view, is 
the ability for long-term planning, which provides for 
greater stability. In the conditions of the unstable Rus-
sian economy, a scientific manager must develop “mul-
tiple financial schemes” in order to assure project fund-
ing. It is noteworthy that the possibility of long-term 
planning has an impact on the motivation of employ-
ees. The Americans are “more honest,” they care about 
their professional reputation because they have a sense 
of their professional future, which they need to protect 
and invest in today. 

Although the contrasts between American and Rus-
sian companies dominate, there are also similarities. As 
in Russia, academic organizations in the US are more 
informal than industrial concerns, where technical dis-
cipline is crucial. The demands for labor discipline also 
are significantly softer in academic scientific organiza-
tions, which make them closer to their Russian counter-
parts. There are also analogous differences in the orga-
nizational culture between big and small businesses, 
above all, in the relationship between formal and infor-
mal rules. The bigger companies that work on govern-
ment contracts remind our informants of large Soviet 
scientific organizations in terms of their bulkiness and 
bureaucratization.

“Russian national character” in the context 
of American High tech
Russians “export” to American high-tech companies not 
only professional expertise, but also specific types of cor-
porate behavior, which is largely a result of their social-
ization in the Soviet and post-Soviet environment. The 
specifics of the “Russian national character” are both 
an advantage and insufficiency from the point of view 
of American companies. 

On one hand, Russian workers are characterized 
by their creativity, desire for perfection, and ability to 
innovate. The source of this creativity is above all the 
fundamental general scientific preparation of Russian 
specialists (particularly the older generation) that is char-
acteristic of Russian education. The Soviet Union’s uni-
versal shortages also facilitated the development of this 
creativity by forcing scientists to turn their ideas into 
actual products through the drive of their own ingenu-
ity. Accordingly, they had to develop a variety of skills 
in a wide range of practical fields. Additionally, with the 

Russians, the American companies often get a person 
who not only thinks in non-standard ways, but is totally 
immersed in his or her work, which the Russians think 
distinguishes them from their American colleagues. A 
characteristic example is that Russians are shocked when 
their American colleagues in private conservations say 
that for the money the high-tech firms pay them, they 
would “sweep the streets.” For a former Soviet citizen, 
the opportunity to work in one’s profession is a funda-
mental life goal. 

However, on the other hand, the Soviet-Russian real-
ity formed characteristics which poorly fit into Amer-
ican corporate culture and prevent Russian employees 
from “playing by the general rules.” One such charac-
teristic is the traditional Soviet and Russian distrust in 
the official authorities. This personality feature mani-
fests itself in that Russian employees, as a rule, rarely or 
never “rat out” their colleagues, a practice that is widely 
practiced in American corporations. The basis of this 
behavior began in childhood: Soviet schools and sub-
sequent socialization taught Russians to independently 
solve their own conflicts and problems within groups. At 
the same time, the American educational system from 
the early ages teaches students to tell the teacher about 
the dishonest or problematic behavior of the other chil-
dren. As a result, in case of conflict with their colleagues, 
the Russian does not provide enough information to 
his or her manager and often ends up in a losing situ-
ation since the manager receives information from the 
other side of the conflict. Thus, there is a cultural par-
adox: what Russian employees value (not snitching on 
their colleagues) is interpreted as incomprehensible, and 
therefore disrespectful, behavior by American managers. 

Another typical Russian characteristic that does not 
fit into the work style of American corporations is Rus-
sian-style individualism, which appears as excessive self-
confidence and a lack of desire to share resources. What 
American managers call the “independent thinking” of 
Russian specialists often causes them problems. It man-
ifests itself as a fixation that their opinion is correct to 
the point of open confrontation with the leadership, and 
a lack of desire and inability to work as part of a group. 
The explanation is again found in the previous socializa-
tion experiences of Russian specialists, who since their 
childhoods were taught to fight for individual success 
in conditions of harsh, at times, even aggressive com-
petition despite the declared Soviet value of collectiv-
ism. Russians have difficulty understanding the value of 
group work because Russian science traditionally is not 
focused on producing commercial products. A Russian 
specialist is able to make individual innovative prod-
ucts with his own hands, but he is not able to carry his 
work to the point of creating a product for serial pro-
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duction. The linear innovation model, typical for the 
organization of science during Soviet times, allowed 
scientific organizations not to worry much about the 
practical outcome of their research. American corpo-
rate culture, by contrast, has been oriented toward pro-
ducing a final product from the beginning of the pre-
vious century, and then developed under the influence 
of Henry Ford’s principles of the division of labor and 
cooperation. Contemporary high tech companies value 
the methods of group projects and open communica-
tions with cult-like intensity. It is interesting to note that 
while the individualism of Russian specialists grates in 
the culture of high-tech production companies, it is wel-
comed in academic circles. Possibly that is why Russian 
specialists feel comfortable in American universities; 
while in big companies that cover the full innovation 
cycle—from product development to industrial produc-
tion—Russians are much more likely to work in R&D 
than in production divisions. 

Do Russians Want to Return?
Emigration was, and remains, a traumatic experience 
for Russian specialists, especially for those who leave for 
the US in the latter years of their life or held a high posi-
tion in their homeland. Nevertheless, Russian specialists 
remain in demand by American high-tech firms. They 
are attractive not only because for the employer the high 
professionalism of the Russians is more important than 
cultural differences. The Russian specialists themselves 
are changing as they adapt to a new corporate culture 
and become used to the formal and informal demands 
which American corporations strictly require. 

Recently Russia has been trying to stop the “brain 
drain,” or at least transform it into a global “brain cir-
culation.” The authorities are developing programs that 

envision various incentives for bringing talented citizens 
currently working abroad back to their homeland. These 
include market-level salaries, cost-free housing, and the 
most recent technology in the office. But do the Russian 
specialists who are successful in the US and left Russia 
even though they had plenty of opportunities to make 
money there want to return? 

To answer this question, one must understand that 
during their time abroad Russian specialists became 
accustomed not only to higher salaries, but different 
organizational cultures. They are not prepared to return 
to organizations with incompetent managers, an atmo-
sphere of mistrust at work, bureaucratism, and the need 
to invest working time in emotional relations with the 
bosses or “semi-scientific activity.” As one Russian sci-
entist who worked in an American biotech company 
pointed out “If you just pay me, I will not return to 
Russia. Because it is not just about salary, it is impossi-
ble to work there.” But even if in a particular Russian 
company it were possible to create a Western-style work 
environment, it would be more difficult to give Russian 
repatriates a sense of political and economic stability, 
especially if they became used to long-term planning of 
their career and life while abroad. According to a Rus-
sian physicist who has set up a small American high-
tech firm, “A person should believe in his future, but in 
Russia, it is only the ‘here and now.’”

It is possible that material concerns may play a big-
ger role in deciding about whether to return if the eco-
nomic crisis deepens and Russian scientists in the West 
face the threat of unemployment. However, currently, 
the majority of successful Russian specialists think that 
working in the West represents for them the best and 
most predictable prospect for their professional and life-
time development. 
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